Colby CS Alumni

Matt DeLoria '06
As the senior software architect at Thinkmap, Matt has played a critical role in developing the core applications of Thinkmap. He designed and implemented the Thinkmap Visualization Library, a real-time graph platform used by many of the leading Fortune 500 Companies. He also architected Vocabulary.com’s dictionary engine, one of the fastest growing online sites today. He recently left his position at Thinkmap to start a new opportunity at Google.

Sarah Frisk '10
Sarah graduated from Colby College in 2010 with a degree in Computer Science and English. She currently works as a Software Developer at Portland Webworks. In her spare time, Sarah enjoys working on her webcomic, Tavern Wench.

Will O'Brien '12
After graduating from Colby in 2012, Will has landed at Tagjoy Boston. Recently, he has been focusing on Tagjoy's core back-end applications. Past experiences have included large-scale server deployments with Chef and AWS, graphing all the things with StatsD and D3, monitoring with Sensu, and web APIs with Ruby/Rails. While at Colby, he wrote his thesis on RESTful web APIs. He is an avid Linux user/abuser who swears by vim & tmux. Find him on github @will-ob.

Brian Leighton '10
Brian Leighton graduated in 2010 with a major in computer science and a minor in mathematics. He moved to Portland, ME after graduating and has been working as a web developer at Big Room Studios since. He currently serves as their lead developer, focusing on multiple start-ups.

Andrew Cox '11
After graduating Colby in January 2011, Andrew moved to the Midwest to work at a healthcare software company called Epile. As an integration engineer and technical project manager, Andrew has worked with 10 innovative healthcare systems across the nation during their implementation of a new Electronic Medical Record to integrate data and workflows with other vendors. When not working with customers, he is a software developer enhancing clinical integration between healthcare databases using established industry interface standards, such as HL7 and NCIP. Andrew also volunteers at a local Madison hospital and recently started playing in an intramural hockey league.

Allyson Cheever '11
I am a 2011 Colby Biology major with a Computer Science minor. During my time at Colby I worked extensively with Stephanie simulating the circadian timing system of fruit flies and the effect of biological concentration changes during certain processes at specific times of day. After graduating, I was hired to work as a software developer at Tyler Technologies in Falmouth, ME.

Brian Putnam '08
After Colby I politely handed me my diploma in 2008 and said “you have to leave now” I moved to Boston where I worked for The Healthcare Management Council (now Vantage Health) for about 3.5 years. About 2 years ago I moved to Boulder, CO and took a job with Market On Demand where I still live and work respectively. Both have been excellent jobs in the web development industry, and I hope to recruit several of you to both employers! When I'm not working I enjoy running, hiking, biking, skiing, and bothering Dale about grad school applications.

Justin Russell '09
I'm a software engineer and web developer living in the Boston area. Since graduating from Colby College, Waterville ME, in 2009 I've worked full time for Vantage Health Analytics. We specialize in data driven, rich internet applications.